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IV 
GEOMETRY OF REFLECTIONS 
21. Let us consider for example an elliptic plane over the reals. If P 
denotes the projection on a point p, then 2P -1 is the reflection in that 
point. If X is the projection on a point x, then (2P-1) ·X· (2P-1) is 
the projection on the point (2P-1)x, where · denotes the ordinary pro-
duct of transformations. 
Making use of the Jordan product 
AB=!(A·B+B·A) 
we obtain the mapping 
X -3> 2(2P-1){(2P-1)X}-X. 
Hence, if A is a Jordan algebra of Hermitian 3 x 3-matrices with 
coefficients in a composition field 0, then it is plausible that the trans-
formation 
X -3> 2(2t-1)((2t-1)x) -X 
is the reflection in the point t or in the line t. We shall therefore consider 
these transformations. 
22. Let t be a primitive idempotent in A. Consider the mapping 
Sex= 2(2t-1)((2t-1)x) -x 
=8t(tx)-8tx+x. 
Applying formula (16) of (10] we obtain 
(22.1) Sex= -4tx+4(t, x)t+x. 
Now consider the Peirce decomposition with respect to u and take 
z=.xu+,B(e-u)+x+y, x eEo, y eE1. 
Then it is easily seen that 
Suz=.xu+,B(e-u) +x-y. 
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So Su is an involutory linear transformation. Furthermore, it is clear 
that (Suzl, Suz2) = (z1, z2). Hence Su induces a collineation of f!Jl c which 
leaves the polarity in f!Jlc defined by Q invariant. The only points x in f!Jlc 
with Sux=x are u and the x for which (u, x)=O. Thus we have proved: 
(22.2) If u is a primitive idempotent in A, then Su is the reflection of f!Jlc 
in the line u or, which amounts to the same, in the point u. If Su=Sv, then 
U=V. 
As f!Jlc is a harmonic plane ([11], proposition 7), there is only one 
reflection in any line. 
23. For later computations it is useful to give expressions for some St. 
We have a Peirce decomposition with respect to a fixed u. Then we have: 
(23.1) If v=!(e-u)+a, a E Eo, Q(a)=!, then 
Sv(tXu+ {3(e -u) +x+y) = lXU+{3(e-u) -SaX- 4ay, 
where sa is the reflection of Eo in the hyperplane (a, z) = 0, i.e., 
SaX= x- Q(a)-l(a, x)a = x- 4(a, x)a. 
Proof. By straightforward computation one obtains from 22.1 
Sv(lXU + {3(e- u) + x + y) = lXU + {3(e- u)- (x- 4(a, x)a)- 4ay. 
Now Q(a)=!, hence 
This completes the proof. 
SaX=x-Q(a)-l(a, x)a 
=x-4(a, x)a. 
(23.2) If v=u+b o b+b, bE E1, Q(b)=O, then 
Sv(lXu+{3(e-u)+x+y)=(lX+2(y, b)+4(x, b o b))u+ 
+({3-2(x, b o b)-(y, b))(e-u)+ 
+(x-4y o b+(4tX-4{3+4(x, b o b)+4(y, b)) bob)+ 
+(-y+(2tX-2{3+4(x, b o b)+4(y, b))b-4(b o b)y-4xb). 
Proof. This also follows from 22.1; we omit the tedious computation. 
24. We now consider products of two reflections. First we prove: 
(24.1) If u and v are primitive idempotents, then SuSv=SvSu if and only 
if u=v or (u, v)=O. 
Proof. SuSv = SvSu-¢!? SuSvSu = Sv-¢!? Ssuv = Sv-¢!? Suv = v-¢!? u = v or 
(u, v)=O. 
Now let v1 and v2 be primitive idempotents and consider T =Bv1 Sv.· 
Suppose Vn'' v2, (v1, v2) * 0. 
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(a) v1 x v2 is a scalar multiple of a primitive idempotent; then take a 
primitive idempotent u = ow1 x v2 and consider the Peirce decomposition 
with respect to u. Then 
Vt=i(e-u)+at, at EEo, Q(at)=i· 
By 23.1 we have 
T(cxu+ fJ(e-u) +x+y) =cxu+ fJ(e-u) +sa,sa.(x) + 16a1(a2y). 
If cxu+fJ(e-u)+x+y is invariant under T, then 
16a1(a2y) =y. 
By 3.5 we then have 
a1y= 16a1(a1(a2y)) =4Q(a1)a2y=a2y. 
Hence 
(a1-a2)y=O. 
By 3.5 again 
iQ(al- a2)y = (a1 -a2)((a1 -a2)y) = 0. 
If Q(a1-a2)=0, then (ar, a2)=!· Brit this means a1=a2. by 4.6. But 
then v1 = v2, contrary to the hypothesis. Therefore y = 0. So Tv= v, v E 9 c 
implies, by formulas (a), (b) and (c) of section 4, v=u or uv=O. 
Suppose x E Eo, Q(x) = 0, Tx = x. Then 
Ba,(x) = Ba.(x). 
x-4(al, x)al=x-4(a2, x)a2. 
As a1 and a2 are independent (for v1*v2, (vr, v2)*0), we have (ar, x)= 
=(a2, x)=O. But then x=O by 4.4. 
Now consider 
v=i(e-u)+a, a EEo, Q(a)=i· 
Then Tv= v implies 
sa, Ba.(a) =a. 
As a1 * ± a2, (for v1 * v2, (v1, v2) * 0), this implies 
(a1, a)=(a2, a)=O. 
Then a must be independent of a1 and a2, for otherwise we should have 
Q(a)=!(a, a)=!(a, cx1a1 +cx2a2)=0, which contradicts the assumption 
Q(a)=i· 
If 0 = K, such an a does not exist, for then dim Eo= 2. If [0 : K] = 2, 
then T has exactly three invariant points, viz., u, V!=!(e-u)+a, 
V2=}(e-u)-a, where (a1, a)=(a2, a)=O, Q(a)=i; u, v1 and v2 are 
orthogonal. Now finally consider the cases [0 : K] = 4 or 8. Then u is 
characterized by the property: u is the only primitive idempotent such 
that Tu=u and Tv=v implies U=V or uv=O. For if Tv=v, v*u, then, 
as we have seen above 
v=!(e-u)+a, a E Eo, Q(a)=i, (ar, a)=(a2, a)=O. 
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Now suppose w=/=u, Tw=w, vw=O. Then 
w=-!(e-u)+b, bE Eo, Q(b)=l, (ai, b)=(a2, b)=O. 
vw = 0 implies 
(i(e-u) +a)(j(e-u)+b) = 0. 
l(e-u)+ia+!b+!(a, b)(e-u)=O. 
Hence b = -a. But dim Eo > 3, hence we can find a b =1= -a with 
(ai, b)= (a2, b)= 0, Q(b) = !, for the orthogonal group of Eo is irreducible. 
This proves the above characterization of u. 
(b) VI x v2 is nilpotent. Then take x =VI x v2. 
x is then characterized by: y2=0, Ty=y implies y=lx. For Ty=y 
implies Sv,y=Sv.Y· But then the line through y and Sv,y=Sv.Y is invariant 
under Sv, and Sv. and hence it is orthogonal to the lines ih and v2 (by 22.2); 
this means y=x, i.e., y=A.x. 
With aid of (a) and (b) we are now able to prove: 
(24.2) Suppose Sv,Sv.=Sv.Sv •. Then VI x V2=lXVa x V4. 
Proof. If VI x v2 is (up to a scalar factor) idempotent, then Sv,Sv. 
has only idempotent invariant points. Hence va x V4 is also idempotent. 
If [0 : K] =1= 2, then VI x v2 is uniquely characterized by Sv,Sv.. Hence in 
that case VI x v2 = lXVa x V4. Now suppose [C : K] = 2. Then T =Sv,Sv. =Sv.Sv. 
has three orthogonal invariant points. Now in this case Cis a commutative 
field, hence &J c may be represented as the lattice of subspaces of a 
3-dimensional linear space over C. Then the point of intersection u of 
VI and v2 is eigenvector of Sv,Sv. with eigenvalue l. As Sv,Sv. has only 
three invariant points, u is the only point with eigenvalue 1. Hence 
Sv,Sv. = Sv,Sv. implies that VI x V2 = lXVa X V4. 
Now we have to consider the case that VI x v2 is nilpotent. As we have 
seen, va x V4 has to be nilpotent too. But VI x v2 is then the only invariant 
nilpotent point of Sv,Sv., so Sv,Sv. =Sv,Sv. implies VI x V2 = lXVa x V4. 
(24.3) If VI, v2 and lXVI x v2 are primitive idempotents and (vi, v2) = 0, 
then S"'v1xv. =Sv,Sv.. 
Proof. We may suppose lXVI x v2=u. Then 
We then have 
VI=!(e-u)+ai, ai EEo, Q(ai)=l, 
V2=!(e-u)-a1. 
Sv,Sv.(<Xu+ p(e -u) + x +y) = lXU + p(e -u) +sa,8-a1(X) + l6a1( -a1y) 
=<Xu+P(e-u)+x-y. (3.5) 
=BuY· 
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25. In this section we consider involutory products of three reflections. 
(25.1) Let VI, V2, Va be idempotent points. If s?hSv.Sv. is involutory, then 
V1, v2 and va are collinear. 
Proof. 1 =Sv,Sv.Sv.Sv,Sv.Sv. 
=Sv,Sv.Ssv,(v,)Ssv,(va)• 
Hence 
By 24.2 this means 
VI X V2 = lXSv.(VI) X Sv.(v2) = lXSv.(VI X v2). 
So either (vi x v2, va) = 0, i.e., VI, v2 and va are collinear, or VI x v2 = lXVa. 
If VI and v2 are linearly independent, then in the latter case, (vi. va) = 
= lX-I(vi, VI x v2) = 0 and also (vi, v2) = 0. As we can permute VI, v2 and v3, 
we obtain: VI, v2 and va are orthogonal. But then Sv, =Sv.Sv., as follows 
from 24.3, hence T=Sv,Sv.Sv.= 1, contrary to the hypothesis. 
In this proof we also have obtained: 
(25.2) If VI, v2 and va are idempotent points, then Sv,Sv.Sv.= 1 if and 
only if (vi, Vj)=O for i=Fj. 
We shall now look for necessary and sufficient conditions under which 
the product Sv,Sv.Sv. is involutory. If Sv,Sv.Sv. is involutory, then ih, v2 
and va pass through one point; this point can be idempotent or nilpotent. 
(a) VI, v2 and va have an idempotent point of intersection. We call this 
point u and consider the corresponding Peirce decomposition. Then 
Vi=!(e-u)+ai, ai EEo, Q(ai)=i-· 
Sv,Sv.Sv.(lXU + {3(e -u) + x + y) = lXU + {3(e -u) -sa,sa.sa,(x)- 64 ai(a2(aay)). 
If we define for a E Eo and y E EI 
la(Y)=4ay, 
then we must have: 
Sa,Sa.Sa8 is involutory in Eo. 
la,la,la. is involutory in EI. 
The former implies that Eo has a basis of eigenvectors of sa,sa.sa., with 
eigenvalues ± 1. 
Now first suppose ai, a2 and aa linearly independent. If sa,sa.sa.(x)= 
=A.x (A.=± 1), then 
Sa.Sa,(x) =Asa,(x). 
x- 4(x, aa)aa- 4(x- 4(x, aa)aa, a2)a2 = A.(x- 4(x, ai)at). 
x-4(x, aa)aa-4(x, aa)a2+ 16(x, aa)(aa, a2)a2=A.(x-4(x, at)ai). 
A.=1: (x, at)=(x, a2)=(x, aa)=O (for a1, a2 and aa are independent). 
A= -1 : x=2(x, a1)a1 +2(a2-4(a2, aa)aa, x)a2+2(x, aa)aa. 
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a1 = iXI + 2(al, az)az + 2(al, a3)1X3 
az =- 4(az,a3)iX3- 8(a1, a3)(az,a3)a1- 8(az, a3)2az + az + 2(al, az)iXI + 2(az, a3)1X3 
iX3 = iX3 + 2(al, a3)a1 + 2(az, a3)az. 
These equations can be written in the form 
(a1, az)az + (a1, a3)a3 = (a1, a3)a1 + (az, a3)az = (a1, az)al- (az, a3)1X3 = 0. 
As the eigenvectors for A= 1 form a subspace of codimension 3, the 
eigenvectors for A= -1 must form a subspace of dimension 3, i.e., there 
must exist three independent solutions for a1, az, a3. This implies that 
(ai, ai)=O for i=!=j. But then 
i.e. 
But then 
Now 
So 
lailai(Y) = 16ai(ajy) 
= -16ai(aiy) 
lai lai = -lailai· 
lai2(y) = 16ai(aiy) 
(3.5a), 
=16·i-Q(ai)Y (3.5) 
=y. 
(la,la.la.) 2 = -1, 
i.e., la)a.la. is not involutory. So our assumption that a1, a2 and a3 should 
be linearly independent leads to a contradiction. 
Therefore a1, a 2 and a3 are linearly dependent. This is, on the other 
hand, sufficient to prove that Sv,Sv,Sv. is involutory. For let 
We look again for the eigenvectors of 8a18a,Sa3 • 
8a2 8a3(X) = Sa,(x) 
if and only if 
hence 
or 
(x, a3)a3 = (x, a1)a1- (az- 4(az, a3)a3, x)az, 
iXI(x, a3) = (x, a1). 
az(x, a3) = - (x, az- 4(az, a3)a3), 
(x, a1- a1a3) = 0 
(x, az- 4(az, a3)a3 + aza3) = 0. 
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Now it follows from formula (*) that 
1X1(a1- 1X1a3) + 1X2(a2- 4(a2, a3)a3 + 1X2a3) = 0. 
As we may assume that iXI =F 0 and iX2 =F 0, we find: 
Sa,Sa,Sa3(X)=x if and only if (x, a1-iX1a3)=0. 
Now det (sa,sa,sa.) = -1, hence sa,sa,Sa3 =Fl. But then it is clear that the 
eigenvectors of Sa,Sa,Sa3 with eigenvalue 1 form a subspace of Eo of co-
dimension 1. Hence 
Sa, Sa2 Sa3 = 8b'. 
where b' =A(al-iXla3)· 
Now consider la,la,la. : 
la,la.la.(Y) =a1(a2((1X1a1 +iX2a2)y)). 
Applying 3.5 and 3.5a we obtain 
la,la.la.(Y) = lby, 
where b = (4iXI(al, a2) + 1X2)a1- 1X1a2. 
Now 
But this implies 
Furthermore 
Hence 
where 
= (1-iXI2)al-iXIiX2a2 
=al-iXI(iXIal +1X2a2) 
=a1-1X1a3. 
Q(b) = 1X2-2(Q(a1) + 1X12Q(a3) ~ iX1(a1, a3)) 
= iX2-2(! + !iX12- liX12- iX11X2(ar, a2)) 
= iX2-2(!- !1X12- iX1iX2(a1, a2)) 
=! by (*)· 
V4=l(e-u)+b. 
Thus we have proved not only that Sv,Sv,Sv. is involutory, but also that 
it is a reflection again. The latter is not trivial if 0 is an octave field. 
For in that case we may have the situation that the group of elliptic 
or hyperbolic motions is simple and contains involutory elements which 
are not line-reflections; for further informati~?n the reader may be referred 
to [5] and [8]. 
(b) ih, v2 and v3 have a nilpotent point of intersection, say a. We take 
v3 = u and consider the Peirce decomposition with respect to u. Then 
a E Eo, Q(a) = 0 and 
Vi=u+bi o bi+bi, bi E Er, Q(bi)=O, bi o bi=Aia 
(i= 1, 2) (see 13.2). 
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Now we consider any x E Eo with (x, a)= 0. Then Sv.(x) = x- 4xb2, hence 
Sv1Sv.(x)=x+16bl o xb2+4xb2-4xb1, 
which we obtain by applying 23.2, 13.1, 2.2, 3.3 and 3.5a. 
If Sv1Sv.Sv. is involutory, then 
Sv1Sv.Su(x) =SuSv.Sv1(X). 
x+ l6b1 o xb2+4xb2-4xb1=x+ 16b2 o xb1-4xb1 +4xb2. 
Hence 
Now 3.6a gives 
Hence 
b1 o xb2 = i(bi, b2)x. 
But from 13.1 it follows that 
Therefore 
(b~, b2) = (ac~, b2) 
=(a, c1b2) by 2.2 
Hence 
Thus we have, as b1 = ac~, 
O=ac1 o xb2 
= -c1 o a(xb2)+l(c1, xb2)a 
=l(c~, xb2)a, 
for a(xb2)=a(x(ac2)) 
by 3.6a, 
=-a(a(xc2)) by 3.5a and (x,a)=O, 
Hence 
= 0 by 3.5, for Q(a) = 0. 
0= (c~, xb2) 
= (b2c1, x) 
= (b2 o c~, x) 
by 2.2 
by 3.3, for x EEo, hence (x, e+u)=O. 
So we have proved: (x, a)=O implies (x, b2 o c)=O. But then b2 o c1=.A.a. 
From this it follows that 
0=2.A.ab2 (by 13.1, because b2 o b2=A2a) 
= 2(cl o b2)b2 
= -c1(b2 o b2)+l(c1, b2)b2. 
The last step in this proof follows from 
YI(Y2 o Ya) + Ya(YI o Y2) + Y2(Ya o YI) = 
= i(y~, Y2)Ya + i(ya, YI)Y2 +!(y2, Ya)yi, 
which can be obtained by polarization of 3. 7, and from (b2, b2) = 2Q(b2) = 0. 
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As b2 o b2=l2a, we have 
0 = - A2C1a + i( Ct, b2)b2, 
hence 
l2b1 = !(c1, b2)b2, 
i.e., bt and b2 are proportional. Conversely, from this condition it follows 
that Sv1Sv.Sv. is involutory, as we shall see now. Suppose b2=b, bt=lb, 
ab = 0, hence b o b = p,a, Q(b) = 0. For y E E1 we then derive with the 
aid of 23.2: 
Sv1Sv.(Y)=2(1-l)(y, b)u-(1-l)(y, b)(e-u)+ 
Hence 
+ [ -4(1-l)y 0 b+(y, b)(4-12.1+12).2-4).3)b 0 b] 
+ [y+ (y, b)( -4+8-1- 4).2)b+4(1-).)2(b 0 b)y]. 
SuSv1Sv.(Y) = 2(1-l)(y, b)u- (1-l)(y, b)(e-u) + 
+ [ -4(1-l)y 0 b+4(y, b)(1-).)3b 0 b] 
Now take 
then we have 
+ [-y+4(1-).)2(y, b)b-4(1-).)2(b 0 b}y]. 
W=U+ (1-).)2b 0 b+ (1-).)b, 
SuSv1Sv.(Y) =Sw(Y) for y E E1. 
As Et generates the algebra A and both Sw and SuSv1Sv. are automorphisms 
of A (this follows from 11.2; it can also be verified for Su by straight-
forwarq. computation), we have 
Thus we have proved in (a) and (b) 
(25.3) If (vt,VJ)760, for i=Fj, then Sv1Sv.Sv. is involutory if and only if 
either Vt=!(e-u)+at, a, EEo, Q(at)=!, a1, a2 and aa linearly dependent 
(in a Peirce decomposition with respect to some u) or Vt=u+b o b+b, 
V2=u+l2b o b+lb, Va=u, bE E1. Q(b)=O. Then Sv1Sv.Sv.=Sw for some 
primitive idempotent w. 
26. Let A be represented by a Jordan algebra of matrices A(O; y1, y2, ya). 
Then we consider the subalgebra A(K; y1, y2, ya) of A(O; y1, y2, ra). The 
points of ~c which are represented by elements of A(K; YI. y2, ya) form 
a subset ~K. a projective plane over K. We call ~K a K-plane in ~c. 
A line in ~K is called a K-line in ~c. Each K-line is contained in exactly 
one ordinary line (or 0-line) in ~c. 
We shall now prove: 
(26.1) We consider a fixed Jordan algebra A and the plane ~c represented 
by A. If a and bare points in ~c such that (a, b)=FO, then there is exactly 
one K-line which passes through a and b. If (a, b)=O, then every K-line 
through a which is contained in the 0-line through a and b passes through b. 
30 Series A 
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Proof. We distinguish several cases. 
(a) The C-line through a and b is idempotent, say u; a and b are both 
idempotent. Then we consider the Peirce decomposition of A with respect 
to u. In that decomposition we have 
a= t(e-u) +x1 
b=t(e-u)+xi. 
We can take E+ and E- with respect to x1. If (a, b)* 0, then x2 * ± x1. 
Then we can take e=cx1xl+cx2x2, (e,x1)=0, Q(e)*O. Take any a+EE+. 
Then there exists an a- E E- such that a+ o a-=e (see sectio~ 3, after 
formula 3.14). Now u, xr, a+, a_ determine a matrix representation 
A(C; yr, y2, y3) of A such that a and b E A (K; y1, y2, y3). The transition 
from one representation to another is a linear one, hence the K-line 
through a and b in A(K; y1, y2, y3) is the same as the one in any other 
matrix representation A(C; y1', y2', y3') such thataandb E A(K ;y1',y2',y3'). 
But in A(K; y1, y2, y3) the K-line through a and b consists of the points 
t(e-u)+x, x E Eo, Q(x)=i-
and 
x E Eo, Q(x) = 0. 
These are the points in A(C; y1, y2, y3) which can be written as 
t(e-u)+x, x EEo, Q(x)=i-, 
or as 
with in both cases 
x E Eo, Q(x)=O, 
X=AXl + {lf 
= cxx1 + (3x2. 
Thus we have proved that there is exactly one K-line through a and b. 
Furthermore, we see that this K-line passes also through 
t(e-u) -x1 
which proves the assertion about orthogonal points in this case. 
(b) The C-line through a and b is idempotent, say u; a is idempotent, 
b is nilpotent. Then 
a=t(e-u)+xl, Q(x1)=i-· 
b E Eo, Q(b) = 0. 
Then by 4.4, (xr, b)* 0; hence we can find again e=X1 +A.b, (e, x1) = 0, 
Q(e)*O. The rest of the proof in this case follows the same lines as in 
case (a). The points of the K-line through a and b are again 
t(e-u)+x, x EEo, Q(x)=i-
and 
x E Eo, Q(x)=O, 
with in both cases 
X= iXXl + (3b. 
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(c) The 0-line through a and b is idempotent, say u; a and b are nil-
potent. Then a and bEEo, Q(a)=Q(b)=O. By 4.5, (a,b)*O, hence we 
can find 
x1=rxa+{Jb 
e =ya+bb 
such that Q(x1) =!, Q(e) * 0 and (xb e)= 0. To this end we only have 
to solve 
rxb+{Jy=O, 
rx{J(a, b)=!, 
yb*O. 
Then the proof follows the same lines again as in the previous cases. 
The points on the K-line through a and b are 
!(e-u)+x, xEEo, Q(x)=i, 
and 
x E Eo, Q(x)=O, 
with 
x=rxa+{Jb. 
(d) The line through a and b is nilpotent, say x. If (a, b)*O then a*x, 
b*x. By 12.2, a and b must be idempotent. We then take a=u and 
consider the Peirce decomposition with respect to u. Then x E Eo, Q(x) = 0, 
and b=u+y o y+y, y E Eo, Q(y)=O, yo y=A.x. 
Choose any X1 E Eo, Q(x1) = !, and take E+ and E- with respect to X1. 
Now take e=x1-2(x1, x)x, then (x1, e)=O and Q(e)= -(xb x)2 *0. By 
13.1 we can find a+ E E+ such that xa+=Y· Take a_ E E_ such that 
a+ o a_= e. Then we can make use of the matrix representation which is 
determined by u, X1, a+, a_, in which x and y are represented by matrices 
with coefficients in K. Then the points on the K-line through a and b 
turn out to be x and 
u+A.2y o y+A.y (A. E K). 
This completes the proof of 26.1. 
27. From the results of the preceding section and from 24.1, 24.3, 
25.1 and 25.3 one now easily derives 
(27.1) (Theorem of the three reflections.) If v1, v2 and va are idempotent 
points, then 8v18v.8v. is involutory if and only if v1, v2 and va lie on one 
and the same K-line. In that case there exists an idempotent point v4 
such that 8v18v.8v.=8v,· 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of 26.1 and 27.1: 
(27.2) .If 81828a and 818284 are involutory, and 8182*8281, then 828a84 
is involutory. 
This is an anologue of axiom III. 1 of SCHUTTE in his paper [9], p. 46, 
which he postulated for complex unitary euclidian planes. 
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28. It is clear that a reflection in a hyperbolic plane flJ c transforms 
nilpotent points into nilpotent points and similarly for nilpotent lines. 
Therefore inner points are mapped on inner points. If we consider a 
hyperbolic geometry as in section 19, reflections map H-points on H-
points, H-lines on H-lines. 
We finally state an interesting analogue of axiom III. 2 of ScHUTTE 
( [9], p. 46). 
(28.1) If K is ordered such that every non-negative element of K is a 
square, and if further [0 : K] = 1 or 2, then we have: if ih, iJ2, iJ3 and V4 
are idempotent lines through a point u which is an inner point of the conic 
in the hyperbolic case, then there exists a reflection T such that Sv1Sv.T and 
Sv,Sv.T are involutory. 
Proof. Consider the Peirce decomposition with respect to u. Then 
Vi=-l(e-u)+xi, Xi EEo, Q(xi)=!. 
We take T=Sv, where 
v=-!(e-u)+x, x EEo, Q(x)=!. 
x has to be linearly dependent on X1 and X2 and also on X3 and X4. [0 : K] < 2 
implies that dim Eo< 3. Hence such a point x E Eo can be found. Further-
more, we must have Q(x) = !· If this is not true, we reason as follows: 
As~ EK, ~;;;;.0, implies: ~=rP for some 'YJ, K*JN(O*) contains at most 
two elements. As u is an inner point, :~e(<X(u))#:~e( -1), hence x(<X(u))=x(1). 
So the restriction of Q to Eo is equivalent to the form 
But all elements of this form are positive, hence squares, so we can 
find a A E K such that Q(Ax) = t· Taking AX in stead of x completes the 
proof. 
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